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ArsEmotica: what is this?

Aims
Context: Affective computing +Social Semantic Web framework
Aim: extracting a rich emotional semantics (i.e. not limited to a positive or a negative
reception) of tagged resources. Sentiment Analysis and beyond.

ArsEmotica is an application software for associating the predominant emotions to artistic resources
of a social tagging platform. Tagged artworks are
related with the emerging relavant emotions.
We worked on a subset of artworks supplied by the
art portal ArsMeteo, and focussed the sentiment
analysis on the collections of tags related to artworks.
Social Web + Semantic Web + NPL tools
To identify tags bearing an emotional content, we exploited and combined various multilingual lexicons
(MultiWordNet), affective, and sentiment lexicons
(WordNet-Affect, SentiWordNet) with an ontology of
emotional categories (Ontoemotion).

Architecture

Desired output: not merely a general appreciation but a set of specific concepts, that
emerge as the most significant in capturing the emotions of the users towards the resource at issue, each enriched with a score expressing the strength of that emotion.

Approach: Ontology-driven sentiment analysis
The extraction of the emotional content from text is driven by an ontology of emotional
categories where emotions are structured in a taxonomy
We focus on very essential form of textual resources: collections of tags as concise reviews.

I. Checking tags against the ontology of emotions
If yes, the tag is “emotional” (directly referring to
an emotional category). The information is stored
in a DB table as a set of triples (t, e, s), meaning that
tag t is related to emotion e with a strength value
s ∈ [0, 100] (e.g ‘affanno’, ‘Ansia’, 100).
II. Sentiment analysis and user’s feedback
Tags not belonging to the ontology are further analysed by means of SentiWordNet. When at least one
meaning of the word has a relevant sentimental score
(positive or negative), it is offered to the user for a
feedback. Users can indicate one or more emotions
from the ontology with a strength value (the user’s
measure for the semantic affinity of the term with the
chosen emotion). Again, a set of triples (t, e, s) is collected.
III. Computing the prevalent emotions
Once all the triples are collected, ArsEmotica ranks
the resulting emotions. The algorithm reasons on
the ontology structure and is inspired by the one described in [6].

Tags directly referring to ontological concepts are identified, while potentially affective tags
can be annotated by users by using the ontology, in a pure Web 2.0 approach.

The ontology of emotions
OntoEmotion is an OWL ontology where emotions are structured and organized in levels, trying to integrate the results of the most recent psychological models [6].
OntoEmotion contains 87 emotional concepts and was conceived for categorizing emotiondenoting words. Each class was populated by instances, originally consisting in words from
English and Spanish. We enriched the ontology with over 450 Italian emotional words, by
using the multilingual lexical database MultiWordNet and its affective domain WordNet-Affect.

Case Study: ArsMeteo
Our prototype was tested against a corpus of tagged multimedia artworks, from ArsMeteo [1]:
- 47 sample artworks and of 842 tags were analysed
http://www.giorgiovaccarino.it/mostre/emozioni.html
- After the emotional analysis only we obtained an emotional meaning of 14 images out of 47.
Future work: validation with real users of the ArsMeteo community.

